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Supply Chain Director
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Company: PRTR

Location: Chatuchak

Category: other-general

Our client is a leading healthcare manufacturer in Thailand.

Responsibilities

Managing the inventory and supply chain to achieve financial objectives.

Being responsible for the Inventory Management function relating to inventory, procurement,

planning, scheduling, logistics, shipping and receiving.

Being responsible for the development of production planning functions including master

scheduling, production planning, shop scheduling, and shipping plan.

Planning and directing the material planning and material logistic functions to meet business

plan objectives and satisfy customer needs. Interface with areas such as Operations, Business

Resources, Global Purchasing, Suppliers, Engineering facilities.

Analyzing production specifications and plant capacity data to determine manufacturing

processes, tools, and human resource requirements.

Maintaining the receiving, warehousing, and distribution operations by initiating, coordinating,

and enforcing program, operational, and personnel policies and procedures.

Developing and maintaining strong relationships with all connected with the logistics and

warehouse process.

Planning, initiating, and maintaining the material procurement process that establishes and

achieves the least total cost, best quality, and timely delivery for material purchases from
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internal/external suppliers. Includes managing inventory and record accuracy through

monitoring shortage / surplus exception, supplier follow-ups, negative on hands and daily

delivery performance.

Developing and directing the internal/external material flow planning. Implement efficient

supplier and interplant material supply plans. Meet production and parts requirements while

optimizing inventory levels, lot sizing, lead times, packaging, and transportation costs.

Maintaining the receiving, warehousing, and distribution operations by initiating, coordinating,

and enforcing program, operational, and personnel policies and procedures.

Ensuring trade & Customs compliance with all relevant local, country and international

regulatory requirements. Competent with World Customs regulation particularly on HS code

determination

Selecting, training, and assisting the subordinates while providing career guidance and

opportunity for added experience and training. Developing staff skills by focusing on evaluative

/ analytical thinking, innovative approaches to problem solving and team building. The position

is responsible for all personnel issues and performance evaluation of subordinates.

Driving the warehouse and logistics safety culture.

Qualifications

Bachelor’s Degree in Logistics, Business, Supply Chain, or related areas.

At least 10 years experiences in production planning and/ or material planning, logistics,

purchasing, warehousing, transport, customer service strategy and operation in manufacturing

environments.

Direct experience in Healthcare, Pharmaceutical, FMCG or Food manufacturer.

MRP, SAP, or QAD program knowledge.

Strong problem-solving, decision making and analytical skills.

Good command in English both written and spoken.

Good team leader with strong people management skill.
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